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ABSTRACT 

 

Traditional research approaches into nasal airways have been critical due to their invasive nature. Recently, with the 

growth of medical imaging field, it became possible to reconstruct computer models from computed tomography (CT) 

scans to study the airflow within the nasal passages. Nasal cavity of primates and other animals has been reported in 

many research works. Lots of the previous studies focused on the nasal airflow but few of them considered the internal 

nasal air-conditioning phenomena. Furthermore, a proper study of the nasal topology, nasal airflow, and nasal air-

conditioning of human’s closest being, the chimpanzee, has never been reported. 
Nowadays the chimpanzee is regarded as an endangered species which requires specific care and interest. The spread 

of respiratory infectious diseases is among the crucial dangers to chimpanzees. Addressing the nasal airways, which 

are the most superior organ of breathing system, is essential for pathologists involved in chimpanzee’s medicine. The 

study of nasal cavity, nasal airflow patterns, and nasal air-conditioning distributions can be a prerequisite to understand 

chimpanzee’s nasal physiology.  
The aim of this research is to understand fundamentally the anatomy, inspiratory airflow, and air-conditioning physics 

of chimpanzee nasal passages. Because the lack of details on the chimpanzee nasal topology, we reconstructed a three-

dimensional computer model of the chimpanzee nasal airways based on CT scans.  
A detailed description of the nasal anatomy was given based on representative coronal cross-sections of the 

chimpanzee computer nasal model. An inhalation phase of the airflow was simulated and detailed analysis of the 

airflow structure within the chimpanzee nasal cavity was reported. The distribution of air-conditioning into the 

chimpanzee nasal cavity was investigated in distinct sections of the nasal passages, and a comparison of nasal air-

conditioning performance between human and chimpanzee was considered.  
The results of this study revealed a triangular shaped nasal geometry, as seen from side view, remarkably long and 

high enough for an efficient air-conditioning. The airflow structure inside the chimpanzee nasal cavity depended on 

the nasal topology. The inspiratory flow accelerated through the nasal valve, which displayed the smallest cross-

sectional area. We noticed the existence of an anterior ventral vortex in the nasopalatine duct region and a dorsal 

vortex in the olfactory region.  We attributed the appearance of both vortices to the increasing of the cross-section in 

the nasal valve area.  
The protrusion of turbinates inside the nasal airways promotes a streamlined airflow in the central nasal passage. The 

horizontal nostrils and nasopharynx produced a horizontally straight airflow streamlines during inhalation. The 

computational fluid dynamics model revealed that the inhaled air flows at larger volume and higher rate in the middle 

airways of the nasal passage, while only small proportion reached the inferior meatus that was created following the 

protrusion of the inferior turbinate. The superior airways, where the olfactory epithelium is located, passes the least 

flow at lowest velocity. The minor airflow rate noticed in the dorsal upper part of the nasal cavity reflects a defense 

strategy that guards the sensitive olfactory nerves to be damaged. The observed vortex in the upper dorsal area of the 

nasal passage, near the olfactory region, appeared to distract airstreams at high velocity away from the olfactory 

epithelium. 
Simulation of air-conditioning distribution showed that temperature and humidity were gradually adjusted in the 

middle part of the nasal passages, leading to a conditioned inhaled air at the nasopharynx region. Within the central 

nasal passages, the air-conditioning was quickly established and adjusted in the regions adjacent to and/or surrounded 

by the nasal lining such as the meatuses as the heat and water can be immediately exchanged between the tissue layer 

and the air stream via the epithelial layer, in contrast to the air flowing in the middle passage. No effective air-

conditioning was observed within the frontal region of the nasal vestibule. We attributed this fact to the long horizontal 

nostrils of chimpanzee that are not highly vascular mucous lined airways, consequently cannot provide an ease 

exchange for heat and water transfer with the inspiratory flow stream. The Chimpanzee’s nostrils luminal wall is lined 

by a squamous layer.   
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